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The makings of future news headlines about
tomorrow’s life saving therapies starts in the
biomedical research laboratory. Ideas abound; early
successes and later failures and knowledge gained
from both; the rare lightning bolt of an unexpected
breakthrough discovery — this is a glimpse of the
behind the scenes action of some of the world’s
most acclaimed stem cell scientists’ quest to solve
some of the human body’s most challenging
mysteries.

Stem cells — what lies ahead? The following chapters
explore some of the cutting edge research featuring
stem cells. Disease and disorders with no therapies or
at best, partially effective ones, are the lure of the
pursuit of stem cell research. Described here are
examples of significant progress that is a prologue to
an era of medical discovery of cell-based therapies
that will one day restore function to those whose lives
are now challenged every day — but perhaps in the
future, no longer.

OPPORTUNITIES AND CHALLENGES:
A FOCUS ON FUTURE STEM CELL APPLICATIONS
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Scanning electron micrograph of 
Mycobacterium tuberculosis
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Deb HungSarah Stanley
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Tuberculosis

Estimated new TB cases 
per 100,000 population

1.7 million deaths/year
9.2 million new cases/year

WHO report, 2008
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Search for tuberculosis treatments

green = tuberculosis bacteria
blue = human cells

With drugWithout drug
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Add thousands of 
test chemicals, 

each chemical in a 
different well

Put bacteria and cells in individual wells of multi-well plates

Automated microscope
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Rifampicin - positive control

Number of bacteria :

Number of human cells :

Average roundness of human cells (choose a score = 10,9,8,7,6,5,4,3,2,1):

10 = round irregular = 1

15
211
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Computerized image analysis
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Find bacteria
Count the number of  

bacteria per cell

Find 
cells
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www.CellProfiler.org

Cell 
measurements

http://www.CellProfiler.org
http://www.CellProfiler.org
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Remaining slides go along with the teacher’s video guide
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www.CellProfiler.org

http://www.CellProfiler.org
http://www.CellProfiler.org
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www.Scratch.mit.edu

http://www.Scratch.mit.edu
http://www.Scratch.mit.edu
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See the written teacher’s guide for:

Sources for materials for a bacterial growth 
experiment

Websites with lesson plans for testing 
everyday samples for bacterial growth


